2012 MAGICAL MYSTERY LITERARY HISTORY TOUR HOTELS
PRAGUE
June 29–July 1

HOTEL BISHOP’S HOUSE is located in the center of Prague's historic district of Lesser Town. It is in the
shadow of Prague Castle, about 200 feet from Charles Bridge. The building's origin dates back to the
16th century, with a classic facade from 1843. Enjoy the comfort and marvel at the genuine remnants of a
past time on this site of a former bishop's residence. The hotel's program of constant quality improvement
insures the highest standards and provides a charming and welcoming ambiance. The property features
a fine restaurant and small tavern with outdoor tables.

KRAKOW
July 2–July 4

RT REGENT HOTEL is a little gem of a hotel situated just off the tourist path in the heart of the historic
Jewish area of Kazimierz, only a short walk to the Main Market Square and Wawel Hill Castle.
Comfortable and atmospheric, it is the ideal location to enjoy and participate in the vibrant Jewish Culture
Festival’s concerts, lectures, classes and tours. This lovely small hotel offers culture and history just
steps away from the front door. The trendy district of Kazimierz, once deserted and crumbling, is now
filled with cafes, restaurants, art galleries and shops, as well as the best Zapakankie stand in Krakow.

BERLIN
July 5–July 7

HONIGMOND, which translates as “honeymoon,” is an enchanting historic hotel on a quiet residential
street in the former East Berlin. The award-winning restaurant is a local favorite, and the rooms sparkle in
their restored glory. The accommodations feature crown moldings, cedar plank floors, iron framed beds,
and even a suit of armor. Many of the most important sights of Berlin can be reached on foot, as well as a
host of bars, shops, and restaurants. As the owners say, "We are not a luxury hotel, not a chain hotel and
not even a wellness hotel, we are simply an individual—something different—hotel, in which much "love"
has been invested."

